Why Patient Room Boards?

Our research shows a properly designed dry erase board can help improve patient satisfaction and HCAHPS up to six points; it also encourages patients to become more involved in their own treatment. Keeping nurses, patients and family members included in the care plan encourages patient engagement, increases patient understanding, and improves overall satisfaction.

Placement
Placement in the room is integral to boards achieving communication initiatives and being incorporated into the clinical care pathway.

Aesthetics
Custom sizing, frames, colors and graphics allow custom patient room boards to complement any design and hospital branding.

Cleanability
Our surface is easy to clean and also protects against ghosting and fading, allowing nurses to write clearly and erase completely.

Why Healthcare Facilities Choose VividBoard

Customizable
All products are produced to your exact specifications with your branding.

Sustainable
VividBoard is focused on the environment. We use up to 70% of recycled materials, our coating and printing process is VOC free, and we are CARB compliant.

Made in the USA
We’re proud to be made in the USA. All VividBoard products are manufactured in Lebanon, Ohio and delivered nationwide.

Long Lasting
All VividBoard products carry a limited lifetime warranty against ghosting and fading.
Change Made Easy

Swing Changeable Glassboards are the solution when the ability to easily change care plan communications are needed.

With the look of permanent graphics, the single or double-sided interchangeable insert makes the board flexible, perfect for the ever-changing healthcare environment.
A Swing Changeable Glassboard
Adult room featuring a custom designed glass border in a blue pattern with patient tracking

B Glassboard with Stand-Offs
Glassboard featuring round corners, stand-offs and our hidden accessory holder.

C Hospital Laboratory Board
Laboratory tracking board shown with a non-magnetic surface and smooth aluminum frame.

D Custom Whiteboard
Pediatric patient room board shown with a non-magnetic surface and smooth aluminum frame.

E Unframed Custom Whiteboard
Unframed board for a patient room shown with a customized design and layout.

F Custom Whiteboard
A Spanish patient room board with a smooth aluminum frame.

G Changeable Glassboard
Custom designed glass border in a fun pattern helps with anxiety, especially in a pediatric unit.
**Custom Board Options**

### Swing and Slide Changeable Glassboards
- 1/4" Tempered Glass Writing Surface
- Swing Changeable sits 5/8" off the wall
- Slide Changeable sits 1/4" off the wall
- Non-Magnetic
- Round Corners with Tamper Resistant Standoffs
- Double-Sided Insert Options
- Vertical and Horizontal Orientation Options for Slide
- Vertical Orientation Only for Swing
- Swing Sizes: 12" x 16", 18" x 24", 24" x 24", 24" x 30" 24" x 36"
- Slide Sizes: 12" x 16", 18" x 24", 24" x 30", 2' x 2', 2' x 3'

### Glassboards with Standoffs
- 1/4" Tempered Glass Writing Surface
- Board is 1 1/4" Off the Wall
- Magnetic or Non-Magnetic
- Round or Square Corners with Matching Tamper Resistant Standoffs
- Accessory Holder
- Standard Sizes: 18"x24", 24"x24", 24"x30", 2'x3', 3'x4', 4'x4', 4'x5', 4'x6', 4'x8'
- Custom Sizes Available

### Low Profile Glassboards
- 1/4" Tempered Glass Writing Surface
- Close Mount Style is 1/4" Off the Wall
- Magnetic or Non-Magnetic
- Square Corners
- Lower Support Bar also Functions as Integrated Underneath Marker Storage
- Standard Sizes: 18"x24", 2'x3', 3'x4', 4'x4', 4'x5', 4'x6', 4'x8'
- Custom Sizes Available

### Custom Whiteboards
- 6 mil VividShield Writing Surface
- Magnetic or Non-Magnetic
- Frame Options: 3 Standard Frames, Unframed
- With or Without a Marker Tray
- Standard Sizes: 18"x24", 2'x3', 3'x4', 4'x4', 4'x5', 4'x6', 4'x8'
- Custom Shapes and Sizes Available
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